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An Eclectic Mix from Ballad to Comedy, Rock to Trance all with my different view on life 12 MP3 Songs

COUNTRY: Country Rock, POP: Beatles-pop Details: "NO!".......nothing to do with the Drink! When

people ask "Where did the ideas come from??"..I say from "Out of me Head" Bio Got my first Guitar when

I was 13, wrote my first song when I was 14. Influences - The Beatles, Lennon, Eagles, Slade, Everley

Bros, Stones, Stevie Wonder, Billy Joel, Ray Charles, Nat King Cole, Del Amitri.. too many!! Lead Singer

and rhythm guitarist with "Flashback!" for a number of years, playing mostly 1950's and 60's music.

Began concentrating on writing 5 years ago..... "White Van Man" made Page 3 of The Sun Newspaper

(3+ Million readers per Day!) Several songs played on local radio and the BBC, as well as interviews,..

"Nothing....." It's about losing someone.. A "With Sympathy Card" song. "Hurt Her Inside." Rec'd 8.5 out of

10 from Billboard's song writing contest, its about how some words can Hurt "D-D-Dance!" Very Catchy

Bass line, hypnotic beat........ suit a male vocal too? "Text Messaging" Everybody's doing it! How does

she pay for the calls? Would make a good advert backing track for Mobile phones "Talent?" So called

Celeb's getting fame by stripping off. Think X factor, Big Brother, Pop Idol etc "We'll Pull Through." Trust

in me, we can make it. "My Eyes" An affair:- You should see her with my eyes. One chord to play - tune

guitar to E, then play E "Push It" Asking for a pay rise, or a couple having sex???? "I Wanna Go Home"

Drivetime song, stuck in a traffic hold up..played on BBC "White Van Man" Cowboy workers..dont get in

his way "On the Dole" Its no fun baby! "Second-hand Baby" Inspired by a Watch catalogue! Looking for

others to cover these songs, all written by me. What people have said about these tracks:- "Sheer

Brilliance" - Jim Liddane ISA Chairman "Excellent song"- Scamp studios G.I.S.C "Very Good"- Richard

Usher BBC Berkshire "Very Funny" (White Van Man)- Jonathan Hancock BBC Oxford "Excellent Groove

+ Hook - Billboard "Really Digging White Van Man" - Blast 1386 radio "Next!" - X Factor Audition - (True!)
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"Eh?" - Beethoven " " - Marcel Marceau "Lets Book Him" - Basingstoke Police "Turn it down" - His Mum!

"It'll be better in Stereo" - Van Gogh Please vote - rate these songs, as this is the best way of knowing if

I'm doing okay. Contact:- bigboycully@aol.com Mbl 07836 606160 Left home at an early age, due to the

handbrake on my pram not working..... "Put a clean pair of pants on everyday" my Mothers advice to me

on leaving...by Sunday I couldn't get my trousers on! I removed the Rear view mirror in my car, and have

never looked back..... I used to dread the summer holidays, spending 6 weeks with my grandparents.....I

hated that graveyard! Invented the worlds strongest acid, but I cant find anything to put it in!.. Have now

invented a waterproof tea bag for sailors.. If it weren't for Venetian Blinds it would be Curtains for all of

us!! Now In Ideal Job....tasting Lager and testing Mattresses able to combine both easily! Felt depressed,

and tried to end it all by taking 200 aspirin....after the first 2 felt much better........... Samaritans Hung up

on me.... Thought my maths teacher fancied me...she kept putting x's all over my work... Tried Stand Up

comedy but people just laughed at me... The guy that was on before me was so-o bad they were still

boo-ing when I was on. Not sure what to do, might be a Gynaecologist again..I like to keep my hand

in!..... I went to the Library yesterday I said "Have you got any books on shelving?"...she said "They all

are!" Was going to go on a assertiveness course but I couldn't be arsed... Had a Penis

extension........makes the house look strange though! The U Bend on a toilet.....cant get my head around

it What do you guys think about schizophrenia?, I'm in two minds about it Black Beauty.....A dark horse

that one To all you Virgins out there.....thanks for nothing!
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